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Abstract

The Mutual Reinforcement Effect (MRE) repre-
sents a promising avenue in information extrac-
tion and multitasking research. Nevertheless,
its applicability has been constrained due to the
exclusive availability of MRE mix datasets in
Japanese, thereby limiting comprehensive ex-
ploration by the global research community. To
address this limitation, we introduce a Multi-
lingual MRE mix dataset (MMM) that encom-
passes 21 sub-datasets in English, Japanese,
and Chinese. In this paper, we also propose
a method for dataset translation assisted by
Large Language Models (LLMs), which sig-
nificantly reduces the manual annotation time
required for dataset construction by leverag-
ing LLMs to translate the original Japanese
datasets. Additionally, we have enriched the
dataset by incorporating open-domain Named
Entity Recognition (NER) and sentence classi-
fication tasks. Utilizing this expanded dataset,
we developed a unified input-output framework
to train an Open-domain Information Extrac-
tion Large Language Model (OIELLM). The
OIELLM model demonstrates the capability
to effectively process novel MMM datasets,
exhibiting significant improvements in perfor-
mance.

1 Introduction

Information extraction (IE) Sarawagi et al. (2008)
is a significant area of research within natural lan-
guage processing (NLP). This field has evolved
to encompass a variety of subtasks, including sen-
tence classification (), text classification (), Named
Entity Recognition (NER) (Qu et al., 2023; Nadeau
and Sekine, 2007; Lample et al., 2016), sentiment
analysis (Tan et al., 2023; Medhat et al., 2014;
Rodríguez-Ibánez et al., 2023), relationship extrac-
tion (Wadhwa et al., 2023; Mintz et al., 2009; Et-
zioni et al., 2008), and event extraction (Gao et al.,
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Figure 1: The Mutual Reinforcement Effect between the
labels of Word-level labels and text-level label within a
same text.

2023; Xiang and Wang, 2019). Traditionally, these
IE subtasks have been segregated into distinct cate-
gories for processing. In conventional multi-task IE
(Sun et al., 2023; Zhao et al., 2020), datasets from
various tasks are typically merged and subsequently
fine-tuned using a unified model. This process cul-
minates in the extraction of information from mul-
tiple subtasks, each directed by task-specific output
heads. While this method effectively leverages the
internal knowledge of the model across different IE
tasks, it does not address the potential interconnec-
tions among the tasks themselves. This omission
highlights a gap in understanding how these tasks
might benefit from exploring their mutual relation-
ships.

The Mutual Reinforcement Effect (MRE) Gan
et al. (2023b) represents an emerging research di-
rection in multitasking Information Extraction (IE).
It primarily explores the interconnections among
individual subtasks, thereby enhancing the perfor-
mance of each task. MRE categorizes IE sub-
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tasks into two principal groups: text-level tasks and
word-level tasks. For instance, conventional tasks
such as sentence classification, text classification,
and text sentiment analysis fall under text-level
tasks. Conversely, tasks like NER, which involve
classifying words, are categorized as word-level
tasks.

Figure 1 illustrates a specific example of MRE
applied to IE subtasks. The left side of the fig-
ure depicts labels for sentence classification, while
the right side displays words alongside their corre-
sponding labels extracted from the sentence. Thus,
the left side corresponds to text-level tasks, and
the right side to word-level tasks. Notably, each
sentence features both a text-level label and word-
level label entities pair. This differs from typical IE
multitasking, which extracts information from vari-
ous sub-tasks across different texts. Instead, MRE
simultaneously performs text-level classification
and word-level label-entities pairing on the same
text.

We can elucidate the MRE with specific exam-
ples. Consider the sentence from Figure 1: ’Giant
pandas are mammals, endemic to China.’ This sen-
tence is categorized under ’nature,’ and it includes
two annotated label-entities pairs: ’Animal Name:
pandas’ and ’Nation: China.’ This exemplifies that
when a sentence is classified as relating to nature,
it likely contains terms associated with natural el-
ements, such as species names and geographical
locations. Similarly, when a sentence is classified
as nature, there is a high probability that the sen-
tence as a whole describes nature. The interplay
between these two levels of text level classification
and word-level entity recognition illustrates the
MRE, as each level mutually reinforces understand-
ing and classification accuracy. Expanding upon
this, MRE is applicable to various subtasks in IE.
For instance, in sentiment analysis, the presence of
numerous words with positive sentiment typically
indicates that the text overall conveys a positive
sentiment. Conversely, if a text is overall negative,
it likely contains words with negative sentiment.
Integrating tasks at both the text and word levels
not only aids in the model’s comprehension of the
context but also improves performance across both
tasks. This methodology probes whether LLMs can
interpret texts similarly to human understanding,
by assessing the semantics of individual words and
then synthesizing these insights to classify the text
as a whole (Gan et al., 2023c).

Figure 2 illustrates the composition of the trans-

Figure 2: Multilingual Mutual Reinforcement Effect
Mix Datasets Names of all sub-datasets. (The image
does not represent a percentage of the actual subdataset
size.)

lated Multilingual Mutual Reinforcement Effect
Mix (MMM) Datasets. Notably, the SCPOS sub-
dataset within the original Japanese dataset is sub-
stantially larger than others, which is why the figure
does not depict the proportional sizes of the sub-
datasets; instead, it merely labels each subdataset
within the MMM dataset. This dataset encom-
passes three languages and includes seven distinct
subdatasets for each language, each corresponding
to a specific information extraction task.

Among these, SCNM denotes the Sentence
Classification and Named Entity Recognition Mix
Dataset. SCPOS, which stands for Sentiment
Classification and Part-of-Speech Dataset, involves
comprehensive sentiment polarity classification at
both the text and word levels. This subdataset is
further segmented into four categories: sentiment-
related words, adjectives and nouns, solely adjec-
tives, and solely nouns. This categorization facili-
tates an examination of how words with different
lexical properties influence the overall sentiment
classification of a text.

Additionally, the TCREE dataset is dedicated
to Text Classification and Relation & Event Ex-
traction, leveraging mixed data types for enhanced
analytical depth. Lastly, TCONER represents the
Open-Domain NER and Text Classification, uti-
lizing an existing open-domain dataset for annota-
tions. This structure allows for a nuanced explo-
ration of text classification and entity recognition
across various domains.

This work begins by introducing a novel dataset



translation framework. Initially, six MRE mix
datasets were translated, and subsequently, the
TCONER dataset was expanded. Furthermore, to
address the suboptimal performance of existing
large language models LLMs on IE tasks, we re-
fined the training methods. We propose a new,
streamlined, and efficient input-output scheme that
standardizes the handling of all tasks, enhancing
the model’s training process. The LLM was then
trained using the MMM dataset. The outcomes
indicate that the optimized LLM, referred to as
OIELLM, surpasses the original training method
in performance across various datasets. Moreover,
expanding the use of more MRE mix datasets is
shown to further enhance the knowledge utilization
within the LLM, leading to improved performance
across all tasks.

This paper presents several contributions are de-
tailed as follows:

1. Development of a Novel Framework for
Dataset Translation: We propose a new
framework that leverages existing LLMs to
translate datasets for underrepresented lan-
guages. This framework facilitates the con-
struction of Multilingual MRE Mix Datasets,
significantly reducing the reliance on exten-
sive human labor and addressing the issue of
dataset scarcity in linguistic research.

2. Expansion of MRE Mix Datasets: We have
successfully expanded the MRE Mix datasets
to include a newly constructed open-domain
NER dataset. This addition serves as a criti-
cal component in enhancing the comprehen-
siveness and utility of the MRE Mix datasets,
effectively placing the last piece in the puzzle
for open-domain applications.

3. Optimization of Input and Output Schemes
for IE LLMs: Our research optimizes the
traditional input and output mechanisms of
information extraction LLMs. By employing
the specially constructed MMM dataset, we
not only reject the standard models trained on
generic data but also significantly enhance the
performance of LLMs within the domain of
information extraction.

2 Related Work

Datasets. To begin, the MRE mix dataset pri-
marily originates from the SCNM Gan et al.

(2023b) dataset in Japanese, followed by the SC-
POS (Gan et al., 2023d) and TCREE Gan et al.
(2023a) datasets. However, the exclusive use of
the Japanese language across these datasets poses
significant challenges for researchers attempting to
further explore the MRE. Moreover, there has been
a growing interest in employing LLMs for dataset
construction (Tan et al., 2024; Wadhwa et al., 2023;
Li et al., 2023; Laskar et al., 2023). Pioneering
studies Huang et al. (2023) have demonstrated the
efficacy of LLMs in data annotation, where LLM-
annotated datasets have outperformed manually an-
notated counterparts. For instance, LLMs have
been utilized to generate datasets for mathematical
problems Lin et al. (2024) and to develop dataset
labeling frameworks, such as FreeAL (Xiao et al.,
2023a), where the data is initially labeled by LLMs
and subsequently refined by smaller models be-
fore undergoing a final, more accurate labeling by
LLMs again.

These methodologies leverage instructional
learning and in-context learning to guide LLMs
to respond to specific queries and from these re-
sponses, extract annotated labels, thereby creating
a fully labeled dataset. Distinct from previous ef-
forts, the MMM dataset represents the inaugural
initiative to translate datasets from lesser-used lan-
guages into more widely spoken languages, such
as English and Chinese. Furthermore, the newly
developed TCONER dataset addresses a critical
gap by providing the first open-domain Named En-
tity Recognition (NER) dataset within the existing
framework of the MRE mix dataset.

LLM in Information Extraction. Since the in-
troduction of Pretrained Language Models (PLMs),
sequential-to-sequential (seq2seq) based IE mod-
els have gained prominence. These developments
range from the initial UIE Lu et al. (2022) to later
models such as USM Lou et al. (2023) and Mirror
(Zhu et al., 2023). All these models are genera-
tive in nature, enabling them to handle multiple
word-level IE tasks—such as NER, Relation Ex-
traction, and Event Extraction simultaneously. The
primary advantage of these generative IE models
is their generalizability; they eliminate the need for
task-specific fine-tuning across different tasks. In-
stead, a single model can address all IE subtasks by
standardizing the format of inputs and outputs for
various tasks. The model is trained across different
IE subtasks using these unified formats, aiming to
equip a single model with the capability to manage
multiple tasks effectively.



Datasets

Translate the following Japanese data set into English. There are two
requirements. The first requirement is that the output extraction sequence
must be formatted in accordance with the input and the example. The
second is to ensure that the words in the extracted sequence after
translation can be found in the same field in the text. Here is an example.

Input: text: 13日、約7年半ぶりにJリーグ復帰を果たした横浜F・マリノス
所属・中村俊輔。event extraction 抽出序列： :中村俊輔;reinstatement;J
リーグ;13日:/n translated output: text: On the 13th, junsuke nakamura of
yokohama F · marinos returned to the j. league after about seven and a

half years. event extraction extracted sequence: :shunsuke
nakamura;reinstatement;J league;The 13th: /n Input: text: {} extracted

sequence: {}/ntranslation output:

Text and Entities Part

Instruction

In-context
LearningUntranslated Text-level &

Word-level Label Part

Rule-base
Matching

Translated Text-level &
Word-level Label Part

Translated Text-level &
Word-level Label Part

Input

GPT-3.5

Rule-base
Filter

Manual
Calibration

Translated Dataset Samples

Figure 3: The overview of dataset translation framework.

With the advent of LLMs, new approaches to
IE have emerged, which can be broadly divided
into two categories. The first involves direct in-
teraction with LLMs using prompts in a zero-shot
or few-shot manner, where the model outputs the
desired entities either through multi-round dialog-
style prompts or through single-command-based
prompts that extract entities in one go (Wang et al.,
2023; Wei et al., 2023). The second approach in-
volves fine-tuning LLMs using specialized datasets
(Zhou et al., 2023; Xiao et al., 2023b).

Our research distinguishes itself by focusing
more intensively on the MRE. We go beyond
merely aggregating existing IE sub-datasets for
model training. Instead, we develop specialized
MRE-enhanced datasets, through which we not
only demonstrate but also apply the efficacy of
MRE in enhancing information extraction capabili-
ties.

3 Multilingual Mutual Reinforcement
Effect Mix Datasets

In this chapter we will explain how to translate
MRE mix datasets in small languages into other lan-
guages. And how to construct TCONER datasets.
And how you can minimize the use of manual labor
with guaranteed quality.

Nature NER :Animal Name;pandas:Nation;China

Giant pandas are mammals, endemic to China. NER

Output

Input

Figure 4: The format of MMM datasets.

3.1 Dataset Translation Framework

First, it is essential to understand the format of
the Multilingual Mutual Reinforcement Effect Mix
(MMM) dataset. As depicted in Figure 4, the
MMM dataset comprises inputs and outputs. The
input section, highlighted in blue, includes both
text and a task instruction word, such as "NER."
In the output section, shown in green, the ini-
tial output is a text-level classification label, fol-
lowed by the task instruction word "NER." The
labeling follows the start and end symbols (i.e.,
":", ";") used in the original MRE mixed dataset.
This format allows for consistent generation of
label-entity pairs regardless of quantity (e.g., ":la-
bel1;entities1:label2;entities2..."). Thus, the task
instruction word guides the model in producing
various word-level extracted information alongside
the text-level classification label.

Figure 3 presents a flowchart of the entire dataset
translation framework. The process begins on the
leftmost side, where six sub-datasets are initially
processed using a rule-based matching method, ac-
cording to their classifications. The labels at both
text and word levels are systematically translated
into English and Chinese. Given the consistent la-
beling across datasets, this translation can proceed
directly based on predefined rules. For instance, the
Japanese label "ポジティブ" is directly translated
as "positive." Employing a rule-based approach for
label translation is not only quick and precise but
also simplifies the subsequent translation of text
and entities. Furthermore, these translated labels
are input into a LLM along with the untranslated
text and entities, serving an auxiliary role in the
translation process.



The process involves two main inputs to the
LLM, GPT-3.5-Turbo Ouyang et al. (2022): the
part with translated labels and the part with untrans-
lated text and entities. We employ both instruction-
based and in-context learning (ICL) methodologies
for this translation task. As depicted in the central
portion of Figure 3, the selection of the instruction
template was refined through multiple iterations.
Initially, a simple instruction such as "Translate
the following Japanese dataset into English." failed
to produce satisfactory translations. Consequently,
we introduced several constraints to enhance the
output quality. These include stipulating that the
model’s output format must align with the example
provided below, with a critical requirement being
the accurate translation of entities, ensuring they
correspond directly to terms found in the original
Japanese text. Additional constraints were applied
specifically for Japanese-to-Chinese translations,
such as informing the model that labels have been
pre-translated and only text and entities require
translation. We also instructed the model to ensure
comprehensive translation into Chinese. Further-
more, a one-shot example of ICL was provided
to demonstrate the desired outcome, guiding the
model to generate translations strictly adhering to
the specified format.

Finally, we obtained the translated dataset. How-
ever, due to the inherent unpredictability of LLM
outputs, it is not always guaranteed that the outputs
will conform to the expected format, even when
the inputs are consistent. To address this, we im-
plemented a dual-component rule-based filtering
mechanism. The first component involves remov-
ing samples containing any residual Japanese char-
acters from the translated data. The second compo-
nent entails verifying whether the translated entities
exactly match words in the text. Samples that do
not meet this criterion are excluded. Additionally,
this step assesses whether the pairings of labels and
entities adhere to the formatting standards of the
MMM dataset.

Despite the substantial reduction in dataset size
resulting from the first two steps—translation and
filtering—the remaining data exhibit exception-
ally high translation quality. The final dataset un-
dergoes a manual review and correction process,
which ensures maximum accuracy while minimiz-
ing the reliance on manual labor. This approach
outlines our tailored dataset translation framework,
designed to accommodate the specific characteris-
tics of the MMM dataset. With minimal modifica-

tions, this framework can be adapted for translating
datasets for other tasks, effectively addressing the
scarcity of datasets in lesser-used languages.

3.2 Construction of TCONER

In the original MRE mix datasets, relation and
event extraction tasks are open-domain, implying
that the labels are not predefined. However, the
label set is limited to only a dozen options. Given
this context, we constructed a new dataset, termed
TCONER, based on an open-domain Named Entity
Recognition (NER) dataset* (Zhou et al., 2023).
The labels at the text level in the TCONER dataset
are also open-domain. To annotate this dataset,
we initially employed the GPT-3.5-Turbo model
to assign open-domain text-level labels. Subse-
quent manual verification and annotation were con-
ducted to ensure accuracy and consistency, result-
ing in the finalized TCONER dataset. Similarly,
we translated the constructed English TCONER
dataset using the dataset translation framework.
The TCONER dataset was translated into Japanese
and Chinese.

3.3 Results of Datasets Construction

Appendix A Table 2 presents the statistics of the
final translation results. Due to the high costs asso-
ciated with the use of a premium API, we limited
our study to 10,000 samples from each of three sub-
datasets within SCPOS and the TCONER dataset,
which contains 180,000 entries. These 10,000 sam-
ples, retained post-translation, proved to be an am-
ple test set. It was observed that there was a greater
data loss when translating into Chinese compared
to English. This discrepancy may be attributed to
the training data predominance of English in Ope-
nAI’s GPT-3.5-Turbo model, resulting in superior
performance in English-related tasks. For instance,
in the SCNM and TCREE datasets, the Japanese to
English translation accuracy exceeded 80%. Con-
versely, the translation results from English to Chi-
nese in the TCONER dataset were markedly better
than those from English to Japanese. This further
confirms that GPT-3.5-Turbo exhibits enhanced
effectiveness with major languages compared to
lesser-used ones.

*https://huggingface.co/datasets/
Universal-NER/Pile-NER-type?row=0

https://huggingface.co/datasets/Universal-NER/Pile-NER-type?row=0
https://huggingface.co/datasets/Universal-NER/Pile-NER-type?row=0
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Figure 5: The input and output of Open-domain Information Extraction Large Language Model (OIELLM).

4 Open-domain Information Extraction
Large Language Model

In this chapter, we outline methodologies to en-
hance the performance of existing models and tech-
niques for processing MRE mix datasets, aiming
to surpass previous benchmarks. Before delving
into the specifics of the Open-domain Information
Extraction Large Language Model (OIELLM), it
is imperative to justify the necessity for a distinct
model tailored to MMM datasets.

Firstly, MRE mix datasets differ significantly
from traditional IE tasks as they require simulta-
neous output of text-level labels and word-level
label-entity pairs. Consequently, standard sequence
labeling models are inadequate for handling these
demands directly. Furthermore, existing generative
IE models and methodologies have solely focused
on producing word-level label-entities, neglecting
text-level labels altogether.

The primary objective of MRE mix datasets is
to investigate the interplay between text-level and
word-level annotations. By leveraging this syner-
gistic relationship, we aim to concurrently enhance
the performance of both tasks. This model im-
proves textual understanding by learning both tasks
in tandem. Additionally, the MRE framework can
contribute to model interpretability, drawing inspi-
ration from cognitive processes that mimic human
reasoning.

In summary, this study proposes the develop-
ment of a novel model specifically designed for
processing the MMM dataset. Furthermore, we
aim to experimentally investigate whether the MRE
positively influences various IE subtasks when us-
ing LLMs. Traditionally, IE tasks have been ap-
proached through the use of QA dialogues for ex-

traction. However, this research adopts a distinct
methodology. This departure is motivated by ear-
lier foundational studies in generic generative IE
with PLMs, where dialogue models were not uti-
lized. Instead, these studies implemented a generic
framework. Accordingly, we too will employ a
modified input and output scheme tailored for the
MMM dataset, diverging from the conventional
dialogue-based approaches.

Figure 5 illustrates the input and output formats
of our enhanced OIELLM. The fundamental unit
of analysis in both input and output is words, re-
flecting our understanding of the tokenization prin-
ciple utilized by LLMs, which typically focuses on
words or phrases. By omitting the dialog prompt,
we do not compromise the LLM’s comprehension
of the task. This adjustment not only reduces the
input-output length but also simplifies the LLM’s
processing, thereby enhancing operational speed.

Each text processed is prefixed with task-specific
instruction words, which define the task type and
guide the model’s subsequent output generation.
In our format, all task instruction words in the in-
put are introduced by a special symbol "/", which
serves to delineate the task words from the main
text. This separation is crucial for distinguishing be-
tween text-level labels and word-level label-entity
pairs in the output.

The combined text and task instruction words
are then fed into the OIELLM, with the output com-
prising both text-level labels and word-level label-
entity pairs. Our labeling convention adheres to the
format used in the previous MRE mix datasets, uti-
lizing ":" and ";" to ensure consistency and clarity.

In summary, by standardizing the input and out-
put structures and clearly defining task instruction



Japanese SCNM SCPOS: RW SCPOS: Adj & N
Model TL WL ALL TL WL ALL TL WL ALL

USA-7B - - - 53.27 40.80 7.67 91.33 81.68 9.63
GIELLM-13B-jp 85.47 84.46 54.2 86.01 66.61 17.39 93.23 47.35 0.20
OIELLM-8B 84.73 88.53 61.93 86.50 54.76 12.40 89.13 14.88 0.40
OIELLM-8B* 87.30 89.28 64.00 88.20 53.79 12.30 89.63 15.84 0.73
OIELLM-13B 89.00 86.33 57.70 94.60 52.36 11.90 95.20 11.94 0.20

Japanese SCPOS: Adj SCPOS: N TCREE
Model TL WL ALL TL WL ALL TL WL ALL

USA-7B 91.43 45.51 51.77 92.03 81.30 9.73 - - -
GIELLM-13B-jp 93.67 45.06 55.67 92.83 46.42 0.33 97.47 79.01 77.89
OIELLM-8B 87.13 74.96 53.07 87.77 22.92 0.50 95.07 74.92 83.69
OIELLM-8B* 89.93 75.33 54.93 90.63 23.69 0.63 96.98 74.42 84.19
OIELLM-13B 94.00 60.69 42.50 94.70 18.07 0.60 97.08 73.82 84.19

English SCNM SCPOS: RW SCPOS: Adj & N
Model TL WL ALL TL WL ALL TL WL ALL

OIELLM-8B 82.30 81.36 52.53 72.17 49.60 11.82 76.57 18.00 1.67
OIELLM-8B* 85.43 82.38 55.43 74.75 49.93 12.81 79.77 19.28 2.27
OIELLM-13B 84.80 80.68 50.60 95.07 46.64 12.19 94.30 18.59 3.20

English SCPOS: Adj SCPOS: N TCREE
Model TL WL ALL TL WL ALL TL WL ALL

OIELLM-8B 75.47 51.85 32.33 76.10 28.67 1.27 80.87 21.77 33.67
OIELLM-8B* 76.60 51.95 33.17 78.67 27.45 0.73 80.23 25.90 22.37
OIELLM-13B 94.40 50.56 38.40 95.30 28.36 0.60 89.90 23.50 22.60

Chinese SCNM SCPOS: RW SCPOS: Adj & N
Model TL WL ALL TL WL ALL TL WL ALL

OIELLM-8B 84.90 71.90 46.40 89.29 45.75 9.93 92.33 8.75 0.33
OIELLM-8B* 86.33 69.97 46.77 92.27 46.20 10.60 94.50 8.46 0.40
OIELLM-13B 87.70 68.12 41.60 95.03 43.32 8.72 94.90 8.42 0.50

Chinese SCPOS: Adj SCPOS: N TCREE
Model TL WL ALL TL WL ALL TL WL ALL

OIELLM-8B 93.73 60.96 53.00 92.63 28.32 0.63 91.73 58.12 56.41
OIELLM-8B* 95.80 64.51 57.63 94.97 28.91 1.30 95.06 59.54 58.83
OIELLM-13B 96.00 60.68 54.90 95.20 27.77 1.00 95.26 56.91 56.00

TCONER English Japanese Chinese
Model TL WL ALL TL WL ALL TL WL ALL

OIELLM-8B 24.80 21.12 0.20 27.70 13.83 0.20 33.73 18.87 0
OIELLM-8B* 37.13 23.05 0.30 41.40 14.24 0.17 48.27 18.06 0.17
OIELLM-13B 40.30 19.23 0.30 43.40 13.02 0 47.70 15.72 0.30

Table 1: The F1 score of MMM datasets. TL：Text-Level. WL: Word-level. ALL: TL and WL are correct simultaneously.



words, our modified OIELLM effectively processes
all sub-datasets within the MMM framework.

5 Experiment

In this chapter, we detail specific experimen-
tal procedures, including dataset sizes for the
MMM dataset and methodologies for training the
OIELLM model, along with the evaluation tech-
niques used.

5.1 Details of OIELLM Training

We began by selecting baselines: USA-7B (IL +
ICL)† and GIELLM-13B-jp‡, previously utilized
for processing the MRE mixed datasets, served as
comparative models. For the foundational archi-
tecture of OIELLM, we chose the latest Instruct
and Base version of LLaMA3-8B§. Since LLaMA3
does not offer a 13B version, we incorporated the
LLaMA2-13B Touvron et al. (2023) model as well.

We attempted to evaluate the MMM dataset us-
ing the GPT-3.5-Turbo model; however, this model
failed to produce the expected information and was
unable to maintain a consistent format, despite be-
ing provided with an adequate number of few-shot
examples for training. The resulting F1-score was
near zero. Consequently, we decided not to select
the GPT-3.5-Turbo model for further testing in our
study.

OIELLM was fine-tuned using full parameters
based on these three models. Training was con-
ducted at BF16 precision, while inference was per-
formed at FP16. The training spanned 3 epochs
with a learning rate of 1e-5, utilizing computational
resources including three A800 80GB and three
RTX 6000 Ada 48GB GPUs, with training dura-
tions ranging from 12 to 20 hours. For the training
and test sets, Comprehensive statistics on the train-
ing and test sets are available in Appendix B.

5.2 Evaluation

We employed the F1 score as our primary metric
for evaluation. Initially, the model’s output was
bifurcated into two segments based on the task-
specific instruct word: the Text-level Label and the
Label-entities pairs. Subsequently, Label-entities
pairs were delimited using start-end symbols (i.e.,

†https://huggingface.co/ganchengguang/
USA-7B-instruction-incontext-learning

‡https:
//huggingface.co/ganchengguang/GIELLM-13B-jpllm

§https://huggingface.co/meta-llama/
Meta-Llama-3-8B-Instruct

":", ";"). Each Label-entity pair was treated as an
individual element within the set. The F1 score was
segmented into three categories: Text-level (TL),
Word-level (WL), and ALL. These represent the
F1 scores at respective levels and the aggregate F1
score when both levels are accurately predicted in
an output. For detailed methodologies, including
codes and formulas, please refer to Appendix C.

6 Results

Table 1 presents the experimental results of three
OIELLM models trained on 21 MMM sub-datasets.
Notably, the model designated with an asterisk,
OIELLM-8B, was trained using the LLaMA3-8B-
Instruct framework, whereas the remaining mod-
els were based on the LLaMA3-8B-Base frame-
work. These results demonstrate the enhanced
performance of OIELLM in handling Japanese
data after incorporating multilingual capabilities.
Impressively, OIELLM’s performance surpassed
that of GIELLM-13B-jp on half of the datasets,
despite GIELLM-13B-jp being a model specifi-
cally tailored for Japanese. This observation sup-
ports the hypothesis that integrating multilingual-
ism and multitasking can more effectively leverage
the knowledge embedded in the pre-training of mul-
tilingual LLMs.

However, OIELLM’s performance on the
TCONER task was suboptimal, which we attribute
to insufficient training data. Given that open-
domain tasks require extensive and diverse datasets
compared to domain-specific tasks, the limited data
may have hindered the model’s performance. This
area will be a focus of our future research, aiming
to understand and improve the data dependencies
of OIELLM in open-domain contexts.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this study, we introduce a framework that utilizes
LLMs to translate datasets, thereby removing lan-
guage barriers for research in less-represented lan-
guages. To address the deficiency of open-domain
IE tasks in the MRE mix dataset, we constructed
the TCONER dataset. Additionally, we trained the
OIELLM model using the newly created MMM
dataset.

Future work will focus on employing the MMM
dataset to further explore the Mutual Reinforce-
ment Effect. We will also continue to enhance
the performance of the OIELLM model in open-
domain information extraction tasks.

https://huggingface.co/ganchengguang/USA-7B-instruction-incontext-learning
https://huggingface.co/ganchengguang/USA-7B-instruction-incontext-learning
https://huggingface.co/ganchengguang/GIELLM-13B-jpllm
https://huggingface.co/ganchengguang/GIELLM-13B-jpllm
https://huggingface.co/meta-llama/Meta-Llama-3-8B-Instruct
https://huggingface.co/meta-llama/Meta-Llama-3-8B-Instruct


8 Limitations

Due to resource constraints, we were unable to em-
ploy the higher-performing GPT-4-Turbo OpenAI
(2023) model as the base for our dataset transla-
tion framework. Consequently, this model was
also not utilized during the testing phase on the
dataset. In future work, we aim to leverage a more
advanced model, such as the GPT-4-Turbo, to eval-
uate the MMM dataset, provided that the necessary
resources become available.
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A Statistical results of the translated
MMM dataset

Dataset SCNM SCPOS: RW SCPOS:
RW Adj & N

Japanese 5343 2000 187528
English 4449 1312 4801
Chinese 3177 1406 3937

Dataset SCPOS: SCPOS: TCREE
Adj N

Japanese 187528 187528 2000
English 9132 5027 1910
Chinese 7413 3920 1491

Language English Japanese Chinese
TCONER 45888 6791 9047

Table 2: Statistical results of the translated MMM
dataset. (Due to resource constraints, we extracted only
10,000 samples as translation objects from each of the
three SCPOS sub-datasets and the TCONER dataset.)

B Statistical Results of Train and Test
Dataset in OIELLM

As shown in Tables 3 and 4, the statistics for the
complete training and test sets of the MMM dataset.
The MMM dataset was segmented into 21 sub-
datasets. Training set sizes were assigned based
on the sizes of these sub-datasets, categorized into
three groups: 500, 1000, and 2000 samples. Sam-
ples beyond these numbers were allocated to the
test sets.
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Dataset SCNM SCPOS: RW SCPOS:
RW Adj & N

Japanese 1000 1000 1000
English 1000 500 1000
Chinese 1000 500 1000

Dataset SCPOS: SCPOS: TCREE
Adj N

Japanese 1000 1000 1000
English 1000 1000 500
Chinese 1000 1000 500

Language English Japanese Chinese
TCONER 2000 2000 2000

Table 3: Statistical results of train sets of OIELLM.

Dataset SCNM SCPOS: RW SCPOS:
RW Adj & N

Japanese 4343 1000 186528
English 3449 812 3801
Chinese 2177 906 2937

Dataset SCPOS: SCPOS: TCREE
Adj N

Japanese 186528 186528 1000
English 8132 4027 1410
Chinese 6413 2920 991

Language English Japanese Chinese
TCONER 43888 4791 7047

Table 4: Statistical results of test sets.

C Calculate Detail of F1 Score

F1 = 2× precision× recall
precision + recall

(1)

precision =
|Real ∩Generated|
|Generated|

(2)

recall =
|Real ∩Generated|

|Real|
(3)

Algorithm 1 Parse Text Label and Entity Pairs

1: procedure PARSE_OUTPUT(output, in-
struct_word, is_tcree)

2: Input: output (String), instruct_word
(String), is_tcree (Boolean)

3: Output: text_label (String), entity_pairs
(Set of Tuples)

4:

5: instruct_word← instruct_word
6: if instruct_word /∈ output then
7: return (””, {})
8: end if
9: text_label, entity_pairs ← out-

put.split(instruct_word, 1)
10: text_label← text_label.strip()
11: if is_tcree then
12: entity_pairs ←

[entity_pairs.strip()]
13: else
14: entity_pairs ← [pair.strip() for

pair in entity_pairs.split(” : ”) if pair]
15: end if
16: entity_pairs ← [tuple(pair.split(”; ”))

for pair in entity_pairs]
17: return (text_label, set(entity_pairs))
18: end procedure
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